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SYNTHESE :

Certaines decisions de maintenance sont confrontees a de fortes pertes de tres
faibles probabilites, en particulier lorsque la surete de 1'installation est en jeu. Les
resultats experimentaux en theorie de la decision ont montre que dans cette structure de
risque particuliere, le critere de decision bayesien souvent utilise, n'est plus adapte. La
note propose une methode alternative d'aide multi-critere a la decision susceptible
d'etre mieux adaptee a la nature des decisions de maintenance a fort enjeu. Elle en
expose les developpements theoriques et axiomatiques.

(HP-28/97/042/A)



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Optimizing maintenance programs for nuclear power plants is a difficult task.
Beyond the reliability of the systems at hand, one has to consider several conflicting
objectives such as safety, availability, maintenance costs, personal exposure to
radiations, all under risk. Multi-Attributed Utility Theory is a widely used framework
to cope with such problems. This procedure is, however, based on a set of axioms
which imply an expected utility treatment of risk. It has been shown elsewhere
[Abtkrfia©ur'afld-Manierr4d94] that the risk structure to be considered in such cases
does not correspond to behavior consistent with such a treatment of risk, but would
rather correspond to a rank dependent evaluation type of model. The question raised is
then how to use a multi-attributed scheme of preferences under such conditions.
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11ntroduction

It is not unusual, in the field of nuclear power plant maintenance, for several
strategies (scenarios) of preventive maintenance to be developed and suggested at the
same time. But then the problem lies is determining the most advisable choice from
among those suggested. The answer to this is not a trivial matter, because on the one
hand, the consequences of a given strategy are multidimensional (impact on -the
maintenance costs, on the reliability of the systems, on the safety of the installation, on



the availability of the power plant, on exposure to radiation, etc.) and on the other hand,
these consequences are not determinist. To select a strategy of preventive maintenance,
the decision-maker (or the decision-making group) must then make a complicated and
subtle choice, taking into account the trade-off between his judgment about
uncertainties and his preferences for the many and contradictory things at stake. In
decision theory, the most thorough prescriptive method for resolving this kind of
problem is "Multi-Attribute Utility Theory" (MAXJT). MADT is based on an axiomatic
foundation (representing a complete and coherent system of preference) which implies
that the decision criterion representing the decision-maker's system of preference is that
of expected utility.

For several years now, we have witnessed a strong challenge to the expected utility
theory, in that it has been questioned as much for its capacity to describe the observed
behavior of individuals as it has been for its normative attraction (cf. Munier [1989] for
example). The most salient result is the challenge to the hypothesis of linearity in
probability, from Von Neumann and Morgenstem's model. This accumulation of
experimental and empirical results, unfavorable to the model of expected utility,
strongly discredits the pertinence of MAUT as a prescriptive decision-making method.
To do away with this "discredit," we are proposing herein to generalize Multi-Attribute
Utility Theory for more general models than that of expected utility.

In the first section, after having recalled the foundations and the limits of the
expected utility model, we show a family of alternative decision models taking into
account the psychological transformation of probabilities. In a second section we study
the extension of MAUT to these types of models.

2. From the theory of expected utility to the theory of anticipated
utility

2.1. The theory of expected utility: foundations and limits

MAUT relies upon an axiomatic basis (representing a complete and coherent system
of preference) which implies that the decision criterion representing the decision-
maker's system of preference is mat of expected utility. This principle of the
maximization of expected utility was introduced for the first time in the 18th century by
Daniel Bernouilli. Relying upon the Pascalian principle of maximization of expected
value, it is only a particular case of Bayesian criterion. The decision criterion of
Bernouilli, based solely upon intuition, only received axiomatic foundations beginning
in the 20th century, thanks notably to Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944). These
two authors, basing themselves upon the relationship of preorder between random
prospects and upon three axioms (preorder completeness, continuity of preferences in
probability, independence), show that a rational choice between different random



prospects necessarily implies following the principle of maximization of expected
utility.

Let L be a convex set of probability measures on set C of unidimensional
consequences of a given decision problem. L can be considered as a set of lotteries
having their lots in. C A P lottery that gives consequence xt, with the probability
p(, i=L,2,....,n will be noted ( x ^ , ,xa,pn). The compound lottery that gives the P
lottery with probability a and the Q lottery with probability 1-a will be noted
aP+( l - a )Q .

The principle of maximization of expected utility consists of numerically
representing individual preferences on set L of lotteries with the help of the Z/function,
called the utility function, as in:

\fP,Q e£, P>Q<*U{P)^U{Q) (1)
and

1 u(x)=U(x,l) (2)
fci

where x is a binary relation, defined onXr read "preferred or indifferent to" where £7 is
defined up to positive linear transformation and where u is the restriction of the
Neumannian utility function Uto set C.

The linearity in probability of the U function, made explicit by the relationship (2),
relies on the independence axiom. This axiom postulates that an individual preferring a
P lottery to a Q lottery must logically prefer the compound lottery aP+(l-a)R to the
compound lottery aQ+(l—a)R, no matter what lottery R and probability a represent.
If a is the probability of an event E's occurring, the comparison of the compound
lotteries ccP+(l-a)R and aQ+(l-a)R reduces itself, in fact, to the comparison of the
P and Q lotteries, because these two compound lotteries give the same result (i.e. lottery
R) when event E does not occur.

The expected utility theory, simply formulated and with an undeniable intuitive
significance, has the advantage of linking the "risk price" to the form of the utility
function and to the varying possible gains (or losses). So the specificity of Von
Neumann and Morgenstem's utility function allows, on the one hand, the decision
maker to convey the marginal evaluation of revenue, and on the other hand, to express
his aversion/proneness for risk.

In spite of its very seductive character, the expected utility criterion is not without
limits. Maurice Allais, starting from the beginning of the fifties, found mainly two of
them. First of all, this criterion does not allow taking into account the serious losses that
too great a scattering of the distribution of consequences can cause. Secondly, this
criterion gives to the form of the utility function two explicative roles: the marginal
evaluation of consequences, and attitude in face of risk. Yet, as M Allais has noticed,
this double function is completely unacceptable from an epistemological point of view.
Following the pioneer work of M. Allais, numerous experimental and empirical



violations of Von Neumann and Morgenstern's principle saw the day. This questioning
is essentially seen when the decision-makers are confronted by phenomena with low
probabilities or when the probabilities are close to 1. In the first case, we speak of "the
desire effect" or "the lottery effect," and in the second, of "the certainty effect."
According to "the lottery effect," individuals as a majority tend to over-evaluate the
wish for gains with a low probability. According to "the certainty effect," the same
individuals have the tendency to over-evaluate the results that are certain compared to
the results that low probability. These results show that, contrary to what the expected
utility theory postulates, probabilities are not always independent of preferences. The
immediate consequence of this absence of neutrality is the violation, for certain risk
structures, of the hypothesis of the linearity of utility in probability from the formal
model of expected utility, and so explicitly of the questioning of the independence
axiom. It follows from these results that, for a given individual, there is not only one
way to evaluate a risky situation. This evaluation, even in face of a probability
distribution perceived without ambiguity, is determined by the individual according to
his own key but which equally depends on the risk structure he is confronted to. la
other words, rationality in face of risk seems contingent compared to the risk structure.
The consequences of this result for decision analysis are very important In effect, it is
now very clear that the same rationality (e.g. criterion of expected utility) cannot be
used both for buying financial contracts in an untroubled market (the probabilities of
gains, of losses or of status quo are not too different) and for the evaluation of
environmental and technological risks (very low probability probability of catastrophe
in face of highly likely probabilities of status quo or of near status quo).

The questioning of the hypothesis of linearity of utility in probability is observed
essentially when decision-makers are confronted by random prospects for which the
probabilities of occurrence are very low even though the losses or the gains are logical.
In the field of nuclear power maintenance, the choice of preventive maintenance bears
the most often upon this kind of random prospect. If one wishes to resort to "Decision
Analysis" in the field of safety during operation in general and in the field of
maintenance in particular, one is inevitably called to enter into the very timely debate
between the modelization of phenomena of low probability and linearity in probability.

2.2 Generalized Expected Utility Models.

We have seen above that the expected utility model, for a long time considered to be
the standard model for the individual decision in a situation of risk, has undergone a
great challenge, as much on a descriptive as on a normative level. These criticisms have
led to the emergence of alternative models trying to take into account the main
"deviations" that have been observed in relation to the rule of expected utility. Among
these alternative models, the most successful family is that of the rank dependent
expected utility model, also called dichotomous models and anticipated utility models
[Quiggin, 1981; Yaari, 1987; Allais, 1988]. The main characteristic of these models is



to allow, besides the traditional taking into account of the subjective transformation of
consequences, the subjective transformation of objective probabilities. B. Munier
[1995] makes an inventory of four reasons explaining this emergence: i) this model
corresponds to several convergent intuitions; ii) it's a relatively simple model to work
with; iii) it contains numerous models already proven elsewhere; iv) the dichotomies
the model leads to are intuitively very satisfying.

The rank dependent expected utility model provides a very close expression to that
of expected utility. The difference is that the probability expressions are transformed by
function 0(.).

To all lotteries P = (xl,pl;x2,p2; ;*„,/>„) with Xj<x2< <xn and pt>Q,i=\..,n,
The dichotomous preference functional, F, associates a real number F(P) and verifies:

F(P) = f > Q > ) « 0 O 00

with in the case of consequences ranked by order of increasing preference:

and, in the case of consequences ranked by order of decreasing preference:

where u designates the utility function and 6(.) the probability transformation function.
9(.) is strictly increasing and non linear with 6(0)=0 et 8(1) = 1 . So the coefficients h£
and hj depend on the consequence ranks x r They reflect, respectively, the "marginal
contribution" of the probability transformation function to the "cumulated probabilities"
and the "de-cumulated probabilities" (Wakker [1994]). When the probability
transformation function 6(.) is the identity function (Le. &(p)=p, 0^J?<1) , one
immediately sees that we come back to the linear model in probability because, in this
case, each coefficient ht is equal to probability pf associated to consequence xr

In this model, the marginal evaluation of consequences and the attitude in relation to
risk are each treated by a distinct concept. The modelisation of attitude in relation to
risk falls to the probability transformation function BQ. That of marginal evaluation of
consequences is itself filled by the cardinal utility function «(.). More precisely, one
could say of a decision maker in which the behavior conforms to the rank dependent
expected utility model, that he has a strong aversion to risk if his a(.) function is
concave and his 8(.) function is convex (Chew, Kami and Safra [1987]). Along the
same lines, Chateauneuf & Cohen [1994] have shown mat a decision maker for whom
the marginal utility is not increasing may have a weak inclination for risk, provided that



his probability transformation function G(.) is "sufficiently" concave, which is to say
provided that he is sufficiently "optimistic." They have also shown that a decision
maker for whom the marginal utility is not decreasing may have a weak aversion to
risk, provided that his probability transformation function 6(.) is "sufficiently" convex,
which is to say provided that he is sufficiently "pessimistic." In the rank dependent
expected utility model, altitude in relation to risk is divided then between an effect due
to the form of the cardinal utility function uQ (attitude in relation to the risk of result)
and an effect due to the transformation of probabilities by the 60) function (attitude in
relation to probabilistic risk).

We have seen in this first section that in the mono-attribute framework, the family of
dichotomous models constitute a real generalization of the standard models of expected
utility. In this phase of the analysis it becomes legitimate to wonder if this
generalization of the expected utility model can perpetuate itself in the multi-attribute
framework, and if so, under what conditions? We will try to respond to these different
questions in the following section.

3 Multi-Attributed Generalized Expected Utility

3.1 Preliminaries

3.1.1, Problem.

The generalization of MAUT to the family of dichotomous models implies that the
decision maker's system of preference relies upon a functional of the following type:

V(x)=ju(x)d(QoF)(x)
c

F being the cumulative distribution function of the multidimensional, random variable
x = (5^, ,£„), 0(.) representing the probability transformation function. This 0(.)
function is supposedly bijective, strictly increasing and verifies: 0(0)=0 and 0(1)=1.
This signifies that for all a and b actions we have the following relations:

V(xa)>V(xt)*>a P b

V{xa)=V(xb)oa I b

in which P, I, (x^, ,JCM) and (fu, ,x,J representing respectively the relationship of
strict preference, the relationship of indifference, and the random consequences of
actions a and b. The direct evaluation of the multi-attributed utility function



U(x1,.~.,xIl), as well as the direct estimation of 6(.) being generally impossible, the
"generalized Multiattribute Utility Theory" must offer a set of theories, hypotheses and
procedures to enable us to circumvent this problem.

3.1.2 Notation

We are using throughout this paper a notation very close to that used by Keeney and
Raiffa [1976]. One calls A the set of possible decisions. These decisions are
characterized by a set of X attributes definined as X = {X1,X2,....,Xtt}. Consequence
space C = Cl>cCzx xCn is the Cartesian product of scales associated to the carried
attributes n. The Ct. are separable topological spaces, for example an interval in IK or a
convex subset of 2R". They can be understood as the space associated to each Xl

attribute.
For each potential action, it exists, in the consequence space C, a random vector as in

x=(xL,....,xB), xt designating the random value of the Xt attribute, i=l,2,...,n. When
one makes reference to the subset Y of X as well as to its complement Y, x will be
designated by (y,y). The symbol x*=(x[, ,x*)=(y\y*) designates the best
consequence while x°=(jq°, ,xl) = (y°,y°) represents the worst. The decider's
utility function is besides restricted by ET(JC°) = O and CT(x*)=l .

3.1.3 Basic concepts

The different concepts recalled below allow, in the framework of the multi-attribute
utility theory, to decompose the utility function U(x15 ,7^) into a simple functional
form f(u1(x1),......,ua(xtt)).

Definition 1: A set of Y attributes Y c X, is preferential independent if the judgements
of preferences on the consequences differing only on the Y dimensions do not depend
on the values attached to Y.

Definition 2 : A set of Y attributes Y c X is utility independent if the preferences for
the lotteries only differing on the Y dimensions do not depend on the sure evaluations
attached to Y.

Definition 3 : The Xlt ,Xtt attributes are mutally utility independent if each subset of
{Xl5 ,Xtt} is utility independent of its complement

Definition 4 : The X^... . . ,^ attributes are additive independent if, in X1, .X^ the
preferences on the lotteries only depend on the marginal distribution of probability on
the different attributes.



3.2 Additive, multiplicative and multi-linear decompositions

The direct evaluation of the multi-attribute utility function U(xl5 ,xa) being
generally impossible, the Multi-attribute Utility Theory offers a set of theories,
hypotheses and procedures enabling us to circumvent the problem. In the first place,
they authorize the decomposition of U(xls ,xQ) in a simple functional form
fO^Cx^), ,un(xa)) having the property of aggregating the uni-dimensional utility
functions u£(x£)? i=ls...,n. Then, they allow us to elaborate and evaluate the partial
utility functions and the coefficients intervening in the decomposition mentioned above.

In the framework of expected utility theory, the hypotheses and conditions necessary
to breaking down a multi-attribute utility function have been widely studied and are
well-known. These show that the hypotheses of preferential independence, utility
independence and additive independence allow the decomposition of the multi-
attributed utility function into a functional of preference aggregating some of the mono-
attribute utility functions. Proceeding in this way, one simplifies considerably the
evaluation of this function. The following results are standard in the multi-attribute
utility theory:

i) A multi-attributed utility function is decomposable under a multiplicative form if
every set of attributes is utility independent.

ii) A multi-attributed utility function is decomposable under a multi-linear form if
each attribute is utility independent.

iii) A multi-attributed utility function is decomposable under an additive form if and
only if the attributes are additive independent.

Dyckerhoff [1994] studied, in the framework of the anticipated utility theory, the
conditions which allow a multi-attribute utility function to be factorized respectively
into an additive, multiplicative and a multi-linear form. In his article, he demonstrates
that the conditions (i) and (ii), shown above, remain entirely pertinent when going from
the theoretical framework of expected utility to that of anticipated utility. He also shows
that in the framework of the anticipated utility theory, the additive independence of the
attributes implies, as in (iii), that the utility function can be factorized additively but
also that the probability transformation function is the identity function. So the work of
Dyckerhoff demonstrates that a large part of the theoretical results from the traditional
multi-attribute utility theory remain pertinent when reasoning with the functional of
dichotomous preference.



Theorem 1 (Dvckerhoffk If the decision maker adopts anticipated utility as a decision
criterion, the multi-attribute utility function is decomposable into a multiplicative form
if each non-empty Y subset of attributes, Y c X , is utility independent. It is written as
follows:

i=I ipl i=l

that is to say:

U(x) =

in which:

1) Uis normalized by U(x*, ,x*) =1 and TJ(x°, ,x°)=0
2) u ^ x j is the conditional utility function of the Xt attribute, normalized by

a.fx°) = 0 andtt,(r*)=Li

4) k is a constant parameter solution of 1 + k =

Theorem 2 (PvckerhofD: if the decision maker adopts anticipated utility as a decision
criterion, the multi-attribute utility function is decomposable under a multi-linear form
if each Xj, Xj eX attribute is utility independent. It is written as follows:

i=l >i i=l pi

+k123Lttu1(x1)u2(x2).....ua(xJ

in which:

1) Uis normalized by U(x', ,x^) = 1 and U(x°,. ,x°) = 0.
2) u^Xj) is the conditional utility function of the X£ attribute, normalized by

a/(x/°) = 0 and «,(<>=!> i = l,2,...,n
3) the constants can be evaluated by:

et



Theorem 3 (PvckerhofD: If the decision maker adopts anticipated utility as a decision
criterion, the set of Y and Y attributes are additive independent if and only if the
following two conditions are verified:

ii) wisdecomposableunderanadditivefonn:U(x) = ̂ tr(x i ,^
>) = 2k iu i(x i) (3)

i=l i=l
in which:

1) U is normalized by U(x;, ,< ) =i ™& U(x°, ,< ) = 0.
2) u ^ ) is the conditional utility function of the Xt attribute, normalized by

The additive decomposition of the multi-attributed utility function can be understood
as an extreme case of the multiplicative form (£=0), itself being but a simplified
expression of the multi-linear form. The multi-attribute additive utility function has
been without a doubt the most studied of them all, its attraction owing of course to its
relative simplicity. Implementing it necessitates, however, very difficult conditions
which are only amplified -within the theoretical framework of anticipated utility. In
effect, in order to be able to resort to an additive form, in addition to additive
independence, the probability transformation function must be the identity function.

3.3 Specification of probability transformation function

The direct estimation of the probability transformation function 0(.) seeming
impossible, we are proposing in this subsection a set of hypotheses and procedures
which allow us to circumvent this problem.

In the theoretical framework of expected utility, when resorting to MAUT, generally
one makes the simplyfying hypothesis consisting of considering that the cumulative
distribution functions Ft(x{) on each of the C, dimensions are stochastic independent.
This hypothesis makes it possible to write that:

Fix,^, ,xJ = fjF£(xf)

F(xux2, ,xn) being the joint cumulative probability function on the n dimension
Euclidean space C=CyxC2x xCa.

As a simple simplifying hypothesis in the Expected Utility framework, the stochastic
independence hypothesis becomes significant within the theoretical framework of
Anticipated Utility. This hypothesis, in effect, will allow us to express the probability
transformation function 0(.) relative to the multidimensional random variable



x = (x\, ,xn) in function of the probability transformation functions 0,(.), i=1,2, n
relative to the univaried random variables r u ,xn

Supposing, Vi * / , that the random variables xt etx,. are stochastically independent
and that they have as cumulative distribution function, on their respective space Cn the
Ft function. Supposing that there is also on each Ct space, a continuous and strictly
increasing function 0,(.) satisfying: 0,(0) = 0 et 9£(1)=1.

If one makes the supplementary hypothesis consisting of supposing that the random
variables x\, .,£„ are probability independent, because by hypothesis the
&{, Z = 1,2,...,K functions are supposedly continuous and that the continuity of 9,(.)
guarantees that the 9ioFl(x/) functions are cumulative distribution functions of a
countably additive distribution (Wakker [1990]), we can write that:

9(F(x))=01(F1(x1)).92(F2(x2)) .e.CF.CxJ)

In effect, by guaranteeing the 9,oF,(x,) functions the status of cumulative
distribution of functions of countably additive distribution, the hypotheses of continuity
on the probability transformation functions consequently confer on them the same
properties as those of traditional cumulative distribution functions.

3.4 Elicitation of the Multi-attributed Generalized Expected Utility

Whatever the form of the additive, multiplicative or the multi-linear decomposition,
an important step in implementing the multi-attribute utility theory resides in the
detailing of the partial utility functions uf(x.) as well as in the attribution of values to
the scaling constants kr In the theoretical framework of anticipated utility, the
estimation of the multi-attributed utility function is of course made complex because,
besides elaborating the partial utility functions ufa) and attributing values to the
scaling constants k;, it is necessary to estimate the decision maker's probability
transformation functions 9, (.), /=1,2, n.

To evaluate the functional of multi-attributed anticipated utility, we are proposing to
take recourse as follows. In a first phase, estimating the different probability
transformation functions 8,(.), /=l,2,....n without resorting to partial utility functions.
In order to do this, we are proposing using the "Twins" method developed by
Abdellaoui and Munier [1996], Once these probability transformation functions have
been estimated, elaborating the partial utility functions tf;(xf) as well as attributing
values to the scaling constants k£ can always be done with the traditional methods,
based on the comparison of lotteries; this can be done even though one is in a different
theoretical framework from that of expected utility. To illustrate this assertion, let's take
the example of the "certainty equivalents" method. This well-known technique consists
of finding a point on the partial utility function »,(.), as for example the fact of
undergoing a certain consequence x\ either judged by the decision maker to be
equivalent (relationship of indifference I) to that of running the risk of receiving either



x° or x*, with the identical probabilities (x°et x* being respectively, we are reminded,
the best and the worst value on the C, scale associated with the i attribute).

1
2 „ X,

x\ I

1 >s 0

2

If we suppose that the decision maker conforms to the anticipated utility hypothesis
we are allowed to write the following equation:

Because by hypothesis, Uj(x°)=0 and u£(x*) = 1 , we deduce that Mf(x,') =©,.<-) • *f m

the beginning of the analysis we have been successful in estimating the probability
transformation function 6,(.), the above result allows us to obtain a first point on the
partial utility function u&x,).

In order to obtain other points on the utility function, attention is turned to the x"
and x'" values, as in:

As we did before, we obtain u i(x[)=ef(-) and \ii(x^ = 2Qi(~)-Qf(-). This

technique can be repeated over and over again to obtain as many points as one wishes
on the utility function.

4 Conclusion

On a theoretical level, the rank dependent expected utility model can be integrated
into the multi-attribute framework. This more general model seems better adapted to the
risk structure where the maintenance decisions of the nuclear power plant take place.
However, the price of this generalization is an increased complexity in the
implementation phase: this new approach must be tried and tested in order to assess
whether the hypotheses and the subsequent modelizations are pertinent, then to simplify



if necessary its implementation. The maintenance policy brought to light by the RCM
(Reliability Centered Method) approach constitutes in this regard an appropriate
experimental framework.
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